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THE EDITOR’S BIT
Due to technical problems 

our promised Newsletter, was 
very late out. The Membership 
Secretary's computer decided 
to be ill, so the address labels 
could not be printed out. To 
all those who supported this 
new venture, we are very 
sorry for this delay, 1 know 
many area reps worked very 
hard to get the details ready at 
very short notice. Due to the aforementioned 
short notice some errors were made in the 
Newsletter, which I hope has not distracted 
from your enjoyment. 1 promise it will be 
back to full quality control for the next one.

It is our Chairman's wish to give us all a 
better service, so if you want to send

something about an event then 
the most it should have to wait 
is two months, as opposed to 
four when it was the Journal 
only. Three Journals and three 
Newsletters per year are they 
trying to tell me something?

As most of you will have 
read, Arnold Staples has 
completed the engine rebuild 
in our regular feature, and 

would like to know what you want him to 
cover in any future issues? I know that 
thanks to Arnold, there are many more of us 
prepared to tackle the mysteries of the 
infernal combustion engine, (not a spelling 
mistake)

Malcolm Rainforth has very kindly
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supplied a very good article for us TEF 
owners, are there more to follow?

Well, I have beaten you all and have asked 
Arnold for some information on fitting the 
Ferguson and Howard reduction gearboxes. 
But please if you want to know something 
else then let me know and I will pass it onto 
Arnold.

But if you can't wait, then get along to the 
Yorkshire Workshop Weekend, 26th & 27th 
October 2002 see the attached note.

Don't forget the North Yorkshire Working 
weekend 28th & 29th September, please give 
Brian Pickering, John Groves, or myself a call 
to get your place booked, we NEED to know 
how many of you are attending.

Lastly, I hope you have saved the cover 
slip that was on this Journal. When you cut 
it out, it forms your Ferguson Club 
Membership Card. If you like this method 
then, the first Journal after your renewal has 
been paid, you will receive another card.

Editor

Cover Picture
The cover picture showing a double Ferguson tractor was taken at Pickering Steam Rally 

by K. Dunderdale. See article later in journal.

TH E O LD  TW E N TY  
PARTS C O M PA N Y

Your first call for Ferguson & Ford Ferguson 
Most Parts - many original

Parts for most other makes from 1920 to date 
Send stamped addressed envelope for 

complete list.

Visit our stand at major rallies - send for list 
of events we attend.

Cavendish Bridge, Shardlow, Derby DE72 2HL

Tel: 01332 792994 & 792698
Fax: 01332 799192

LUCAS VINTAGE 
ELECTRICAL PARTS

FOR TE20 AND MF35
Replica Lamps 
Switches & Brackets 
Ammeters * Oil & Temp Gauges _
6 & 12 Volt Regulators ^
- W iring Looms
Black & Silver Number Plates g
Operator Books & Workshop Manuals m  
Castrol Engine Oils SAE 30 ~ 40 - 50 £

NEW IMPROVED WEBSITE
www.myvintagetractor.com

Illustrated price list on request

Contact: Andrew Margerison
Tel: 01772-782435 Fax: 01772-784617 

Mon-Fri 8.30am - 5.30 pm 
Evenings/Weekends Tel: 01254 878501

Syd Brown & Sons Ltd.
Berry Lane, Longridge, Nr Preston, Lancs PR3 3NH

http://www.myvintagetractor.com
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Valve & Injector Pump Timing on the TEF 20 Diesel Tractor
To carry out this procedure front axle, 

diesel tank, injectors, rocker cover, front 
pulley, timing case and engine oil pump 
must have been removed.

Remove liming chain; new chain will be 
fitted during assembly.

All crankshaft settings in this article are 
made facing the engine from the front of the 
tractor.

Turn crankshaft until key is about 5 
o'clock, turn camshaft to correct position and 
set No.4 cylinder tappets to a slack 22 thou. 
(0.0022"). Now turn camshaft until No.4 
cylinder valves are on the rock, i.e. exhaust 
closing inlet opening. When in correct 
position a 8 or 10 thou, feeler gauge should 
be the tappet setting with both tappets. 
Valves are now in correct position and 
camshaft should now not be moved. Turn 
camshaft until key is a six o'clock No.l and 
No.4 cylinders are now at T.D.C. ( Top dead 
centre).

Fit camshaft sprocket to camshaft but do 
not try and secure it with studs. Fit timing 
chain over all sprockets, now turn camshaft 
sprocket within the chain until the master 
hole in the sprocket, (one hole in the sprocket 
is straight drilled, all the others are 
elongated) lines up with a stud hole in 
camshaft but do make sure slack chain is 
taken up between camshaft and crankshaft 
sprockets. This done fit a stud in master hole 
in camshaft.

Now check tappets on No.4 cylinder, if 
still correct fit all studs to camshaft and make 
tight. Valve timing is now done. Reset

tappets to 0.012".

Now for fuel pump timing. Fit chain 
tensioner sprocket. You will have to make a 
tool that will keep the tensioner adjusted to 
keep chain tensioned while doing pump 
timing. (This tool only replaces the tensioner 
in the timing cover).

With chain tensioned slowly turn 
crankshaft anti-clockwise until a thin 
screwdriver can locate the spill timing hole 
in flywheel. This is a hole in block above 
sump joint under union for oil pressure 
gauge pipe, having found this replace the 
screwdriver with a rod that just fits the hole, 
(approx.V4” diameter). Now unscrew No.l 
delivery valve holder from injector pump, 
then remove spring and delivery valve from 
pump and keep in a very clean place.

Refit valve holder to injector pump. 
Attach some form of fuel tank. I always 
attach fuel feed from this tank to inlet on 
pump, but care must be taken that no dirt is 
allowed to enter the fuel system. The correct 
way is to let fuel go through filters and in the 
case of engines fitted with lift pump you will 
have to hand pump fuel to keep up pressure 
throughout the following operation.

You will now need another special tool so 
as the injector pump can be turned. This tool 
consists of a nut the same thread as the pump 
drive shaft, this nut should be welded onto a 
short (1") bolt with only 2 or 3 threads 
showing that will screw onto pump drive 
shaft. Drill the bolt end through the hexagon 
so a short tommy bar can be inserted 
through, this done timing can be started, the 
sprocket will already be fitted for valve
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Threaded rod with 
thumb screw end

Mount tool through this 
hole onto engine block face 
(into one of the timing case 
mounting stud holes)

Nut welded onto 
bolt with only 2 or 
3 threads showing

Bolt the same thread as 
pump drive threads

SPECIAL TOOLS USED FOR VALVE AND PUMP TIMING
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timing. If not already dismantled, remove 
the two nuts from the pump drive. Before 
removing the internally and externally 
serrated (splined) drive coupling from the 
shaft and sprocket, centre pop the coupling 
and sprocket boss, this may help in 
assembly. Now remove this coupling.

Place a container under engine to catch 
diesel and turn on diesel supply. If you go 
through the filters bleed fully to get rid of all 
the air. Now fit loosely onto pump drive 
shaft the splined coupling and screw onto 
shaft your special tool. You can see why this 
tool can only be screwed on 2 or 3 threads, as 
the coupling has to be loose between special 
tool and sprocket.

Turn the injector pump with a T bar 
through your special tool a few times. You 
will have fuel gushing out of the No.l 
delivery valve holder, this will come in 2 
different types of gushes, a short burst (spill) 
and a longer burst (spill). Now turn pump 
till the short spill has gone and the long spill 
starts. Keep turning until the long spill starts 
to slow down, keep turning the shaft very 
very slowly and blowing into No.l delivery 
valve holder until fuel is only just to say 
creeping up the holder but not stopped. Now 
the fun starts. The splined coupling now has 
to be inserted into sprocket and over pump 
drive shaft. Start with the centre pop marks 
lined and then work round from there. Don't 
force home this coupling, you will find a 
place where it will slide in. Keep checking 
that fuel is just creeping up delivery valve 
holder. When the coupling is correctly 
assembled remove special tool and fit 2 nuts.

Refit delivery valve and spring into

delivery valve holder and, important, now 
remove rod from engine block and flywheel. 
Remove your chain tensioner tool and refit 
oil pump with gasket. Before fitting timing 
cover make sure the timing chain adjuster in 
chain case is very free and can be turned 
freely by hand. Screw this out to end of 
thread then fit cover and bolt up (with new 
seal and gasket). Now screw in by hand the 
chain adjuster screw until tight, then turn a 
little further with a spanner. Refit front 
pulley and injectors, these will have been 
removed so you can freely turn engine.

Refit axle etc and start engine, rev engine 
up and down. If there is a distinct whine the 
timing chain is too tight. This noise will only 
be heard when you have shut throttle, (on 
the slow down) readjust timing chain until 
this whine has just gone. If there is no whine, 
chain may be too slack so it is advisable to 
tighten until a faint whine is heard and then 
slacken off.

This now completes the job, but a word of 
warning as with any diesel engine the valve 
timing has to be spot on or damage will be 
done to valve gear or at worst a piston. I 
stress if you are not sure, seek help from 
someone who can do it. If you get fuel pump 
timing wrong all that will happen is the 
engine will not run. Also there will be those 
of you that will say 1 should use a swan neck 
pipe for spill timing. As an apprentice I was 
taught spill timing in the way 1 have 
explained as it was more accurate than a 
pipe. 1 haven't changed this method for 45 
years.

Malcolm Rainforth
No. 3392
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Bronte Christmas Tractor Road Run
On Saturday December 30th, 2001, forty- 

eight- tractors and other, vintage vehicles set 
out from CrossRoads, in the Worth Valley of 
West Yorkshire on a Road Run in aid of the 
West Yorkshire-Air Ambulance. The run was 
in memory of a local farmer who collapsed 
on New Years Day 2001 and died a few days 
later. He was taken to hospital by the Air 
Ambulance.

Ferguson Club members Tim Hanson, 
and Stanley Turner, together with another 
friend Philip Snowden organised the run 
which was a revival of another Bronte Road 
Run held in 1995 which Philip had organised.

The day dawned bright and sunny but 
there had been a heavy frost during the night 
and the roads were icy. In view of this the 
original route of 12 miles was shortened but 
still included some road work and a tricky 
bit of rough tracks.

At noon the procession of vehicles 
returned to Haworth and lined up along the 
main street where they remained on show for 
about an hour while drivers had a well 
earned meal of Pie and Peas.

A collection was made from passers-by 
and this together with an entry fee from the 
drivers (which included their food) raised

John Grove’s MF 699 before start of road run at home 

6
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Tim Hanson's FE 35 on road rwi 

Stanley Turner's TEF on road run 

7 
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over £648 for the Air Ambulance. 

Area rep John Groves, driving a Massey 
699 provided a breakdown trailer, bearing a 
Fergie Club banner and that of the Air 
Ambulance. Fortunately all the vehicles 
eventually arrived at Howarth, although one 
or two did require some assistance mainly 
due to the very cold day. 

About half of the tractors taking part in 
the run were Fergies and most of the drivers 

were Fergie Club members. 

It may be noted the the Air Ambulance 
returned to Haworth on New Years Day to 
convey a local lady with a broken leg 
sustained near the Bronte Waterfalls to 
Airdale Hospital. 

We never know when we will need its 
help! 

R Groves 
No. 72 

Letter to the Editor 

1 was delighted when I saw on television, 
the Chelsea Flower Show, BBC and Royal 
Horticultural Society people's award. Best 
Show Garden, went to the West Midlands 
Shizuoka Goodwill Garden. Julian Dowle 
Partnership. 

I have enclosed a picture. Sorry the 
quality is not the best as it was taken from 
the TV, showing the Petrol/TVO Fergie in 
the barn. This made my day as I have one of 
these. 

Colin Butler 
No. 2999 
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John Sharpe 

Born and brought up on a farm in 
Holbeach Marsh my love of fergies started at 
a very early age. Driving tractors as soon as I 
was old enough doing work on the farm at 
weekends and holidays. Now aged 56 
having been a fitter all my working life, 34 
years at my present job, I decided to buy and 
restore a tractor myself. The first being a M.R 
165 Multi Power which 1 have shown and 
worked at many events in the last 2 years. In 
November 1999 I bought a M.F. 135 from a 
local smallholder who had owned it from 
new in Oct 1965. 1 completely stripped it, 
rebuilt it and painted it doing all the work 

myself including fitting 4 new tyres. I have 
since shown this tractor at several local and 
national events the first being the June 2000 
gathering at Newark. I have entered the 
Tractor and Machinery Concours Classic 
Class three times, Harrogate Nov 2000, 
Harrogate Nov 2001 and Malvern Mar 2002 
gaining first, third and first respectively, also 
overall winner at Malvern out of 113 entries. 

Pictures shown on below and over the 
page. 

John M. Sharpe 
No. 2989 

Holbeach 
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John Sharpe's MF 135 - Before! 

FERGUSON TRAILERS 

Reconstructed by 

ALCO ENGINEERING LTD, 
(established 1955) 

SPECIALISTS IN SHEET METAL FABRICATIONS 

Telephone: +44 (0)1805 622461 
Fax:+44 (0)1805 624011 

Email: mcooke@alcoeng.co.uk 
Website: vvww.alcoeng.co.uk 

10 
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Andrew Mil lward - No. 2916 (Junior Member) 

Au interesting nrrmigemeut fitted to a TEA 20. 9.4.2002 

Giinther Strugholz - No. 3654 
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Ancient Tractors Take to Road in Farmer's iViemory 

Fans: Tim Hanson (3155) and Stanley Turner (2735) with their machines. 

Fergies Leave Farm Behind 
by Clive White (T&A Reporter) 

Ancient tractors, affectionately known by 
farmers as Fergies, are gearing up to raise 
cash for an emergency ambulance. 

The vehicles will join other classic tractor 
owners on the roads of the Worth Valley on 
Sunday December 30, in memory of farmer 
Herbert Reddiough, who collapsed on New 
year's Day last year, and died a few days 
later. 

Herbert, a popular sheep dog trainer of 
Lower heights Farm, Cullingworth, was 
flown to hospital in the Yorkshire Air 
Ambulance. 

The tractor parade, which will be held a 
year after Herbert's death, will be raising 
funds for the Air Ambulance. 

"We wanted to do it in memory of 
Herbert," said Tim hanson of keighley, a 
member of the Aire Valley Vintage Machine 
Club. 

Tim and his friends - Haworth 
smallholder Stanley Turner and Philip 
Snowden of Stanbury - have organised the 
special parade of cherished Ferguson 
tractors. 

The machines - which revolutionised 
farming when they were designed by 
Irishman Harry Ferguson more than 60 years 
ago - will assemble near Sugden End tip. 
Cross Roads, Keighley on December 30. 

At a top speed of about 15 mph, they will 
trundle through Oxenhope, Stanbury and 
Oakworth bound for Haworth, collecting 
cash along the way. 

Tim, 33, who owns two Fergies, will be 
driving his 1957 grey and gold Ferguson 35, 
which he restored after buying it from a 
Skipton farmer. 

Stanley, also a two-tractor enthusiast, will 
be driving his TE20, built in the early 1950s. 

12 
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Tim tunes his en<^ine. 

"They are fantastic machines and changed 
the face of farming. Before they came along, 
most of the machinery was horse-drawn/' 
said Stanley. 

"What made them so special was the 
device at the back which makes it easy to 
pull all sorts of farming equipment, from 
mowing machines to muck spreaders." 

Tim a typesetter and designer, learned his 
engineering skills on the Keighley & Worth 
Valley Railway, where he is an engine driver 
in his spare time. 

"Demand for these tractors is booming," 
he said. 

"The trouble is people now want silly 
money for machines that are scrap and 
haven't run for years. 

"We don't keep them in mothballs. 1 use 
mine to collect timber for the fire." 

The machines will assemble in Haworth 
Main Street between 12 noon and 1 pm on 
Sunday December 30. 

c-mail: divc.ivhite@hradford.newsciuest.co.uk 

'<5N-2N-8N-NAA 
iW^LETTER 

THE FORD TRACTOR CLUB THAT MEETS 
FOUR TIMES A YEAR...RIGHT AT YOUR PLACEI 

A quarterly magazine about these great Ford tractors 
covering the whole "Grey Line" including 600-900, 
Dexta, Fordson Major Diesel - reader and club 
exchange/ restoration and maintenance information, 
product tests, implements, retrofits, tips, free classi-
fieds. $22/Foreign, $19/Canada, $I6/USA(U.S. Funds) 

Tko M.KlAwclAHnr 
DEPT FC • E CORINTH, VT • 0 5 0 4 0 - 0 2 7 5 

\ u u i u f k i -KiKt«fc 

mailto:divc.ivhite@hradford.newsciuest.co.uk
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Birth of a Legend 
by Clive White (T&A Reporter) 

Harry Ferguson, who 
died in 1960 aged 76, 
designed the Ferguson 
tractor which even today 
is still used widely, 
especially in Third World 
countries. 

What makes it 
revolutionary is the 
device at the rear which 
enables the machine to 
be versatile in the range 
of farming implements it 
can pull. 

Production of the 
tractors began in 1946 and 
different variations were 
production stopped in the late 1950s after 
517,651 had been completed. 

Nezv Life: A Ferguson tractor in the process of being restored 

a total of 16 
made until 

One of Harry's other claims to fame is that 
he was the first man to fly in Ireland, on 
December 31 1909, after designing his own 
monoplane. 

e-mail: c!ive.ivhite@briidford.nezvsqiiest.co.uk 

The preceeding two articles ('Ancient Tractors take to Road in Farmer's Memory' and 
'Birth of a Legend') were reproduced with the kind permission of the 

Telegraph & Argus, Bradford. 

RON GREET (DEVON) 
Can supply new and used spares for Ferguson 

and Massey Ferguson from the TE20 to the 3000. (1946-1996) 

Daily Despatch using Interl ink 

Tel: 01803 812269 Fax: 01803 813613 
e-mail rongreet@clara.net 

Hours of business: Monday to Friday Sam to 6pm. Saturday Sam to 12.30pm. 

14 
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W h a t ' s Th is? 

This is a Ferguson part. Or is it? 
I'm sure our members will let us know if they recognise it. 

Left: Side view 

Below: Front view 

See over for another picture. 

17 
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Above: Back view 

Traditional hard rubber 6-12 volt Batteries 
LINCON BATTERIES 
Lincon Works, Arterial Road, 
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex SS9 4EG 

• Telephone: 01702 525374 / 528711 
Fax: 01702 421362 

B A T T E R Y M A N U F A C T U R E R S F O R O V E R 5 0 Y E A R S 

16 
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LITTLE GREY FERGIE FROM COUNTRY ARTISTS 

'Widening the Track' 

A DELIGHTFUL STUDY OF A N EVER POPULAR TRACTOR 
A w o n d e r f u l l y accurate scene o f a Massey Ferguson TE20 TVO hav ing Its t rack w i d e n e d by 
revers ing t he whee ls . C a p t u r e d by Coun t r y Art is ts ' Mas te r Sculptor Kei th Sherw in , the de ta i l has 
been e n d o r s e d by Massey Ferguson! Price £ 1 9 9 . 9 5 

Peter Jones, Dept. FJW, 22 Little Westgate, Wakefield WFl 1 LB. Tel: (01924) 362510 Reg, in E n g i o n d N o . 7 8 3 5 1 8 

ORDER FORM Send to: Peter Jones, Dept. FJW, 22 Little Westgate, Wakefield WFl ILB. 

I wish to order of the Country Artists Figurine 
'Widening the Track' at £199.95 each. 

|~1 I wish to pay in one single payment of £ 

I 1 I wish to pay in 3 interest-free monthly 
payments of £50 for each model ordered 

r~| I enclose my cheque/s for £ each, 
made payable to Peter Jones China. 

n Debit my credit card with payments 
of £ Card No. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Card Expiry Date 

Signature 

Name 

Address. 

Postcode 

17 
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BONNETS • WINGS • GRILLES 
IN COLOUR IMPREGNATED GRP, TO SUIT 

• T 2 0 • M F 3 5 • M F 6 5 • M F 1 3 5 
Admington Lane Farm - Admington 
Shipston-on-Stour 
Warks CV36 4JJ 
England 

Tel: 01789 450201 
Fax: 01789 450394 
E-mail: tractor@enterprise.net 

Ian Williams 
Tractor Panels & Parts 

R E P R O D U C T I O N F E R G U S O N I M P L E M E N T P L A T E S 

PATENT APPLIED FOR 

BRITISH MADE 

Price: £4.00 each (with rivets) Inclusive VAT and P & P 
Stamping Service Available - £5.00 per Plate 

ALL TYPES SPECIAL PLATES ON REQUEST 

Michael Thorne Construction Limited, Coldridge,Crediton, Devon EX17 6AS 

Tel: 01363 83418 Day or 01769 540233 Evening 

18 
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John Fowler, No. 3691 - Lincolnshire 

New club member John 
Fowler, proprietor of W.H. Fowler 
and Son Coaches, recently 
acquired locally, with the help of 
Area Rep John Jeffries, the TED20 
shown in the photograph 
opposite and below. 

The tractor was sand blasted 
and painted by Richard Pettit of 
WWH Pettit of Spalding to the 
condition shown in the 
photograph below. Grace 
Popplewell, in her usual efficient 
manner assisted John Fowler in 
the registration of the vehicle (a 
valuable service offered by the 
club) and John has since 
purchased a three ton Ferguson 
trailer to add to his collection of 
vintage vehicles. 

25 
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Specials 
Books and Videos from Old Pond Publishing 

Ferguson on the Farm Part One 
Harold Beer and Swart Gibbard 
Beginning with early summer cultivations and potato planting, this new video 
records some 25 implements at work. The majority of them are from the 
working collection of Ferguson Club stalwart Harold Beer and many were 
bought new. Items include weed control in potatoes and kale as well as hay 
and silage-making, hedge-trimming and general farm tasks such as post-hole 
boring and milk-churn transport The programme concludes with potato 
lifting and a look at a the disc plough and the reversible plough, leaving a 
companion programme to look at other autumn and winter activities. 
A range of Fergies provide the power and the programme has a full 
commentary scripted by Stuart Gibbard. 
VHS video, approx 65 minutes. Released October 2001 £ 15.95 

The Ferguson 
Tractor Story 
Stuart Gibbard 
This highly illustrated 
account covers all 
Harry Fergusons tractor 
developments f rom the 
Belfast plough, Ferguson-
Brown and Ford 
Ferguson to the TE 20 
and then the days of 

M-H-F and the FE 35 
t rac to r Overseas production, 
prototypes, variants and industrials are fully covered. 

Hardback book. 168 pages inc. 250 photographs. £19.95 

Harry Ferguson: 
inventor & pioneer 
Colin Fraser 
In this classic biography 
Colin Fraser skilfully interweaves 
Ferguson's life and work, giving 
full details of the development 
of the Ferguson System that 
revolutionised mechanised 
farming. He uncovers Ferguson's 
complex business dealings as well 
as the aviation and motor ing 

pioneering that continued to the end. 
Paperback book, 320 pages inc. 12 photographs. £9.95 

Ferguson 
Tractors 
Stuort Gibbard 
Showing the full story f rom the 
Ferguson Brown t o the FE 35, 
this video focuses on theTE20 
and also includes industrials 
and other variants. The tractors 
show a very broad range of 
models, and wherever possible 
are seen operating wi th 
Ferguson equipment.The 
detailed commentary is 
wr i t ten by Stuart Gibbard. 

VHS video, 65 minutes. £15.95 

C o n t a c t your usuai suppliers for these 
books and videos or order direct from 

O l d Pond Publishing, 
104 Valley Road, Ipswich IPI 4PA. 

(Post and packing £1.50 per order,) 

Phone 01473 210176 Fax 01473 220177 

Full FREE Cata logue 
available 

Website: www.oldpond.com i. 
Eniail: Enquiries@oldpond.co 
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Classic Tractors Essential titles for the Ferguson Enthusiast 

"A World WItle Guide to Massey-
Happis, Ferguson & Early Massey 
Ferguson Tractors " John 
Farnwoptti 
Concisely brings together and defines 
the extensive tractor family of some 
300 models which preceded the 
Massey Ferguson 100 series tractors 
laurKihed in 1964. Presented with 
concise and basic specifications for 
each mode) of tractor together with 
photographs of representative model 
types. 
Tractors not commonly associated 
with Massey Ferguson history are also 
covered. These include Landini trac-
tors manufactured immediately after 
the take-over by MF, Ford Fergusons and the very early Sawyer Massey 
steam and Gasoline engine tractors. These are increasingly becoming 
recognised as part of Massey Ferguson history and lineage. 

240 Pages - Well Illustrated • Hardback • £27.95 

FERGUSONS 
THE HUNOAY 
EXPERIENCE 

"Fergusonr The Hunday 
Experience"- John Moffitt & John 
Farnworth. 
John Moffitt is one of the founding 
fathers of the vintage agricultural 
equipment movement in the UK. 
Beades having a ve^ busy life in 
farming, intematiorial cattle breeding, 
and wotl< on government and other 
high level committees he devoted 
enormous energy and time to creating 
the Hunday Countryside Museum, 
This massfve volume, written jointly 
with rerrowned Ferguson expert John 
Farnworth. brings together in unique 
style a great deal more information on, 
and interpretation of Ferguson history, 
which has evolved out of the creation , 
and presentation of nis unique private I 
collection. This beautifully designed ' 
book has already received wonderful accolades from a number of emi-
nent Ferguson experts and is a must for all enthusiasts. 

new 

385 pages ' 700 illustrations • Hardback £29.95 

"The Legendary LTX Tractor 
-The 8ig Fergie Story"- B*ik 
Fredriksen 
Fifty years after the LTX tractor 
was produced this book doc-
uments its life. With the help 
of the field testers, who put the 
machine through its paces, and 
other sithusiasts, the author 
has produced tfn's fascinating 
book. A must for any Ferguson 
System enthusiasts. 

26 pages • Illustrated • Softback • £4.50 

"Tracteurs Ferguson" - Jean 
Cherouvrier etJean nioulin. 
Many previously unseen photographs 
compliment this beautifully illustrated 
puWication. Although the book has 
French text it has proved extremely pop-
ular and we have received many favour-
able comments from those that have 
purchased it. 

160 Pages • Well Illustrated • 
Hardback • £22.95 

"Ferguson Implements and 
Accessories" - John Farnworth 
This highly acclaimed book illustrates 
and describes implements and accesso-
ries l a the Ferguson, Ferguson-Brown, 
Ford-Ferguson and US-made TO Fer-
guson Tractors, and some for the 35 
and 65- An exceptionally well illustrated 
book it has 350 photographs accompa-
nied by text providing basic technical 
details of the equipment. 

192 pages • 401 illustrations (30 in 
colour) • Hardback • £18.50 

Phone or send for our 

FREE CATALOGUE 
which includes Manuals, Operators and parts books for 

ail Ferguson and early Massey Ferguson Tractors 

Classic 
Tractors 
Books and Videos 

All pr ices include post and packing costs for main land uk. 
Eire and Europe add 10%. Rest of the world add 20%, Payment by cheque/RO. 
in Sterling or AccessA/isa/Mastercard or Switch, stating number, card expiry 
date and where applicable. Switch issue number, Airmail outside Europe at cost. 
Make cheques payable to Classic Textm 

All prices include post and 
packing costs for mainland UK. 

Visit our web site: 
www.classic-tractors.co.uk 

email:! nf o@c lass i c-tract o rs .co.uk 

Tel: 01377 270209 Classic Tractors: Low Green Farm, 
Hutton, Driffield, E.Yorks Y025 9PX Fax: 01377 271371 
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Oh What a Life for a Wee Fergie 

The tractor came into my possession, 
having been donated to me by a work friend 
who had been using it on his property (his 
wife has horses). The tractor had been in the 
family for the past 20+ years, with his wife 
disposing of the horses and them moving to 
a smaller property in the New forest the 
tractor became surplus to requirements. 
Rather than sell it to a dealer and risk it being 
broken up for parts he gave it to me. 

1 am Chairman of the Bowes Railway, a 
preserved Railway situated in Springwell 
Village Nr Gateshead Tyne and Wear, and 
owning my own railway loco, my friend 
thought the tractor would be given a good 
home. 

The tractor was transported by trailer 
from its home in Silchester Nr Reading up to 
Bowes by me early March and its restoration 
started immediately. The brakes have been 
overhauled and the mudguards replaced 

(usual corrosion!) it will be re-sprayed early 
next month on my next visit to Bowes. 

I am in the process of reclaiming the 
original Reg No from the DVLA via the Club. 

We have quite a large display area 
available at Bowes and would be interested 
in organising a "Tractor Rally" in 2003, 
would the Club be interested? 

I have enclosed this photo of the tractor 
for your interest. 

Phil Dawe 
No. 3680 

Well Phil those committee members, I have 
spoken with think it's a great idea, do we have any 
other members in the Bozues area willing to assist 
Phil in this vetiture? 

Phil also sent me a copy of the Bozves Railzvay 
brochures, it certainly looks a site worth visiting! 

Editor 
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Double Fergie? 

Above: Double fergie? As seen at Pickering Steam Rally. More tofollozv in next journal. 
Photo: K. Dunderdale. 

Beloiu:Cult-Harrow owned by Mr W. Mar ley - non member. y4s seen at Helmsley Steam Rally. 
Photo: A. Dunderdale, Editor. 
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From a Non Farming IVactor Owner 
I believe most people who buy old tractors 

usually have some connection with 
agriculture. In my case apart from staying on 
a farm at the age of eleven when I learnt to 
drive on an old TED and working on another 
during school holidays at 16,1 have not been. 
I spent 32 years in the Navy and have been a 
builder for the last 10 years. I have recently 
had dealings with a young carpenter who's 
father and uncle do up old tractors, and I told 
them if they ever had a old grey fergie, I 
might be interested. (My real love would 
have been a steam traction engine but you 
need a team to run one). Some time later I 
was informed that they had one, would i go 
and see it? When I did it was an FE 35 and 

painted maroon! 

The first thing I had to do was register it, 
there being no record of it ever having been 
registered before. On my first visit to the 
DVLA at Portsmouth they said they were 
unlikely to want to inspect the vehicle, 
however when I returned with all the 
relevant details they had changed their 
minds. This proved just as well because the 
previous owner and I thought the chassis 
number was SDM 25462 which put the year 
of manufacture at 1957, however the well 
trained eye of the inspector found it to be 
SDM 125462 which put it at about January 
1959, and made it a Massey-Ferguson FE 35 
that should be painted red. 
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Before I made my purchase I had never 
heard of a vineyard tractor. The vendor did 
mention something about it being a narrow 
tractor which rather went over my head at 
the time, and I was a bit disappointed that 
the very substantial rear mud guards were 
angular rather than the curved type fitted as 
standard. I made a note at the time that one 
of the first things to be done was to change 
them. When I contacted Mrs G. Popplewell 
over the registration she immediately 
recognised it as a vineyard, from the 
photograph I sent her. Obviously with 
chassis letters of SDM it was not 
manufactured as such. From the very 
interesting article in Journal No.38 the S 
would have been a V if it had. At the great 

Dorset Steam Fair in August last year I spoke 
to the owner of a standard FE 35 and showed 
him a photograph of my tractor. He 
informed me that there was an engineering 
company in Kent that used to convert 
standard Fergusons to vineyards and that 
part of that process was the fitting of the 
angular mudguards. This tied in very well 
with the only bit of my tractor's previous 
history that I knew, which was that it came 
from somewhere in Kent. 

Having bought the tractor and found out 
a little bit about it, what does a non farmer 
do with an elderly tractor. Well in the 
summer I used it on a friends farm for 
haymaking, mainly hay turning when I was 
pleasantly surprised that a modern hay 
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turner fitted the tractor. I did have trouble 
with the rear wheel rubbing on the hydraulic 
arms when I turned corners, but resolved 
this by shortening the keep chains. The rear 
wheel are set at their narrowest, I could have 
set them wider apart. It also coped well with 
a modern tipper trailer. I am quite pleased 
that I do not have to change the mud guards 
now because 1 have found that if you need to 
look behind at what is going on, this is 
facilitated by leaning one elbow on the 
leading angular face, younger drivers would 
probably not need this added assistance. I 
have used it to move my friend's boats short 
distances by road, and more recently it 
assisted a local party of volunteers to clear 
our local church yard of excess vegetation. It 
could get between the gravestones with a 
smaller trailer where other vehicle, a three 
ton lorry could not go. 1 did offer its use to 
the local farmer if ever one of his tractors 
broke down, however this was before I 
realised that the vast majority of his 
equipment was just too big to fit a small 

Ferguson. Part of this realisation came home 
when I parked mine alongside one of his not 
that new four wheel drive Ford tractors and 
found that his front wheels were about three 
inches bigger than my back ones. 

Where do I go from here? I have of course 
cheated in some people's eyes. I bought a 
tractor in good running order and reasonable 
appearance, however there remains much to 
be done. I thought all but one of the tyres 
were good until I saw a new set on the sister 
to mine on a farm near Chichester (This was 
the same conversion but was a slightly older 
red Ferguson FE 35). Over the winter 
months there is quite a lot of painted areas to 
be improved and every time I compare mine 
with other tractors I find new, usually small 
bits that mine is missing. I am always 
surprised how easy it is to get spares, so far. 
You never know next year, I might even 
show it. 

J. F. Griffiths 
No. 3417 

STOP PRESS 
Ferguson Tractor Covers made in heavy duty green canvas with 

eyelets, just the thing for keeping your Fergie clean and dry. 
We have two types - with and without headlight pocket. These covers 

have the Ferguson logo on them. 

Prices £50.00 without light pocket £58.00 with pocket 

PLUS POSTAGE 

Available from the Club's Merchandise Section 
Tel: 01673 885330 
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Ferguson Sports Cars 
I have been given a problem which I hope 

you the membership can help me sort out? 

I was contacted sometime ago, from a man 
in the USA, asking about the "Ferguson 
Sports Cars", it seems that some sports cars 
were introduced into the States with 
Ferguson badges on them? And nothing else! 
Marketed as "Ferguson Specials" 

I have contacted the oracle for 
information, Tony Sheldon, who knows 
nothing about these, but 1 know you will 

have something to assist me? 

From further enquiries it sounds like these 
were Morgan sports cars badged as 
Fergusons 

Supplied through "Fergus Motors New 
York." 

As archivist I am willing to have a 
Ferguson-Morgan on my drive - If only! 

Alan Dunderdale 
Archivist. 

Advanced Notice 

Due to the Treasurer and General 
Secretary retiring at the next AGM, we are 
looking for their replacements. 

We do need your help to fill these 
important roles, with fresh different thinking 
Club members. Just because you might think 
we are doing well and don't want to change 
things, due to the Clubs constitution and 

Wheel Nuts 

rules, WE do have to change these posts 
every two years. 

If you, or you know someone who is 
willing to assist our Club, please contact the 
General Secretary with their details. 

Harold Beer 
Chairman 

Those long awaited 11/16 xl/2 UNF small 
wheel nuts as fitted to front wheels of 
Continental and 12 stud trailers @£1.00 each 
including P/P discount for quantity. Other 

sizes being considered enquiries welcome. 

J Groves 
No. 72 

Tel: 01535644180 

NEXT GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETING 

1 9 t h O c t o b e r 2 0 0 2 
at 10.00 am 

at Brooks / Red Lion, Luton 
Any agenda items to be with General Secretary by 1st October 
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Steve Bieberian - No. 3697 
The follozving four pictures were sent in by Steve Biebcrian of Clinton, Oklahonm, USA. 

Rear - Tool Bar L-KO - B20 Front - Spring tooth harrozv K - BO - A31 
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Ferguson TO 30 

Ferguson TO 35 
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Club Merchandise 
Ferguson Club Ties £12.00 
Peak Hats Blue (Ferguson Club Logo) £8.50 
Ski Hats {Ferguson Club Logo) £9.50 
Car Sticker £0.50 
Tax Disc Holder (Ferguson Club Logo) £0.75 
Ferguson A (Ferguson Brown) Oil Filter Transfer £3.00 
Air Cleaner Fuel Tank Transfer for TE 20 £2.50 
Ferguson Implement Transfer £3.25 
Aluminium Plaque (Club) £3.50 
Aluminium Plaque (Lincoln) £3.50 
TE 20 Commission Plate inc. rivets £7.50 
Reproduction Implement Plate incl. rivets £4.00 
Ferguson Club Pin badge (Silver,Gold or Blue) £3.00 
Ferguson Price List Leaflet £1.00 
Eraser (Ferguson Club Logo) £1.00 
Fluffy Bugs (Ferguson Club Logo) £0.30 
Kitchen Clock (Ferguson Club Logo) £16.99 + £4.00 p&p 
Ford Ferguson Tea Towel £3.50 
Ford Ferguson P.V.C Apron £5.50 
Ferguson Club cards 5 (Hammer Mill) £2.00 
Ferguson Club cards 5 (No Bonnet) £2.00 
Ferguson Club cards 5 (Barn) £2.00 
Ferguson Club cards 5 (Snowdrops) £2.00 
Jigsaw Farm Yard Scene £8.00 + £1.50 p&p 
Jigsaw Ploughing Scene £8.00 + £1.50 p&p 
Tractor Print Farm Yard Scene (in tube) £15.00 + £1.00 p&p 
Video "Ferguson Tractors" £15.95 + £1.50 p&p 
Engraved Glass Paperweight £15.00 + £2.00 p&p 
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard T E 2 0 with Hammer Mill £19.50 + £2.00 p&p 
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard T E 2 0 with 3 0 CWT Trailer £19.50 +£2.00 p&p 
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard T E 2 0 with Saw Bench £19.50 + £2.00 p&p 
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard T E 2 0 with Beet Topper £19.50 + £2.00 p&p 
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard T E 2 0 with Disc Plough £19.50 + £2.00 p&p 
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard T E 2 0 with Tiller £1950 + £2.00 p&p 
Ferguson System Sign (Foamex 22"x 11") £12.00 
Ferguson System Sign (Self Adhesive 22" x 1 1") £10.00 
Ferguson System Sign (Vinyl with eyelets 22" x 11") £9.00 
Club Badges woven £3.00 
System Badges woven £3.00 
Rubber Bonnet Strips incl. Rivets £8.50 
ITX Book £4.00 
Inventor & Pioneer (Colin Eraser) £9.95 + £1.50p&p 
Harry Ferguson Tribute £3.00 
Ferguson Tractor Story (S Gibbard) £19.95 + £2.00 p&p 

NEW 
Journal Binders to hold 9-12 journals 
in grey with blue Ferguson Club logo £4.95 + £1.00 p&p for one 

£1.60 p&p for two 
Mugs £3.95+ £2.00 p&p 
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Journals Back Issues 
Volume 3 no 3 £1.50 Volume 6 no 1, 2, 3 £1.50 
Volume 4 no 1, 2 £1.50 Volume 7 no 1 £2.00 
Volume 5 no 3 £1.50 Issue 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. 30, 31, 32, 33.£2.00 

Please add 50 pence for each volume ordered for p&p. 

Tractor Cover in Heavy Duty Green Canvas with Eyelets £50.00 + £6.00 p&p 
Tractor Cover with Headlight Pocket £58.00 + £6.00 p&p 

Now In Stock 
Replica Lucas Battery Covers (sold in Grey Primer) £60.00 each + £4.00 p&p 
or £110.00 for the pair + £7.50 p&p 

Cheques must be in £ sterling and payable to "The Ferguson Club" Please include your 
telephone number in case of any problems. Send to your nearest Merchandise Sales Location. 

New Area Merchandise Sales Locations 
When ordering merchandise please contact your nearest stockist on the list: 

We would like to welcome 
our new merchandise sales 
member for Wales: 

Wales 
Mr Merlys Lewis 
The Cottage 
Twyn-Gwyn Farm 
Penygarn 
Pontepool 
Gwent 
NP4 8TU 
Tel: 01495 763540 

Scotland 
Mr John Melloy 
Cruachan 
Murthly 
Perth 
PHI 4HQ 
Tel: 01738 710298 

Northern Ireland 

Mr Norman Kerr 
29 Drumnascamp Road 
Gilford 
Co Down 
BT63 6DU 
Tel: 028406 26270 

Lincolnshire 
Mrs Grace Popplewell 
Brookfield 
Station Road 
Snelland 
Lines 
LN3 5AA 
Tel: 01673 885330 

Yorkshire 
Mr John Groves 
Old Cote 
Rag Clough Beck 
Stairs 
Keightly 
West Yorkshire 
B022 9QY 
Tel: 01535 644180 

Norfolk 

Mr Duncan Russell 
Thatched Cottage Too 
The Street 
Sporle 
Kings Lynn 
Norfolk 
PE32 2DS 
Tel: 01760 721375 

Sussex 
Mr Tony Patten 
13 Bedford Road 
Hastings 
East Sussex 
TN35 5JA 
Tel: 01424 444910 

Gloucestershire 
Mr Ian Richings 
238 Brooklyn Road 
Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
GL51 8EA 
Tel: 01242 574830 

Devon 

Mr Harold Beer 
Great Shortridge Farm 
Warkleigh 
Umber! eigh 
North Devon 
EX37 9DD 
Tel: 01769 540678 
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Classic and Vintage 
Tractor insurance 

from under £ 3 0 per year. 

Based on a postcode in England, Scotland orWales, 
third party fire & theft, tractor value of £1,000, 

good claims history, includes Insurance Premium Tax. 

e,,.NFU Mutua l 
i n s u r a n c e b r o u g h t d o w n t o e a r t h 

For a quotation call 0800 316 4343 

Your vehicle must be at least 25 years old. Subject to terms and condit ions. 
Lines open: Sam • 8pm Monday to Friday, 9am - 12.30pm Saturday. *For t ra in ing purposes calls rnay be recorded and randomly moni tored. 

NFU Mutual is a member of the General Insurance Standards Council, www.nfumutuai .co.uk 
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How Does a Carburettor for a Tractor Engine Work? 

This is a very basic general description, 
but we have to start somewhere! 

You know that the idea behind an engine 
is to burn fuel to create pressure, and then to 
turn the pressure into motion. A remarkably 
tiny amount of fuel is needed during each 
combustion cycle. Something on the order of 
10 milligrams of fuel per combustion stroke 
is all it takes! 

The goal of a carburettor is to mix just the 
right amount of fuel with air so that the 
engine runs properly. If there is not enough 
fuel mixed with the air, the engine "runs 
lean" and either will not run or potentially 
damages the engine. If there is too much fuel 
mixed with the air, the engine "runs rich" 
and either will not run (it floods), runs very 
smoky, runs poorly (bogs down, stalls easily), 
or at the very least wastes fuel. The carb is in 
charge of getting the mixture just right. 

Nearly all older vehicles, and all small 
equipment like lawn mowers and chain 
saws, use carbs because they are simple and 
inexpensive. 

The carburettor on a tractor is a good 
example because it is so straightforward. The 
carb on a tractor is simpler than most carbs 
because it really has only three situations that 
it has to cover: 

• It has to work when you are trying to start 
the engine cold. 

• It has to work when the engine is idling. 

• It has to work when the engine is wide 
open. 

No one operating a tractor is really 
interested in any gradations between idle 
and full throttle, so incremental performance 
between these two extremes is not very 

important. In a car the many gradations are 
important, and this is why a car's carb is a lot 
more complex. 

You can see the carb for various tractors in 
the diagrams following. 

Here are the parts of a carb: 

• A carburettor is essentially a tube. 

• There is an adjustable plate across the tube 
called the throttle plate that controls how 
much air can flow through the tube. 

• At some point in the tube there is a 
narrowing, called the venturi, and in this 
narrowing a vacuum is created. 

In this narrowing there is a hole, called a 
jet, that lets the vacuum draw in fuel. 

The carb is operating "normally" at full 
throttle. In this case the throttle plate is 
parallel to the length of the tube, allowing 
maximum air to flow through the carb. The 
air flow creates a nice vacuum in the venturi 
and this vacuum draws in a metered amount 
of fuel through the jet. 

When the engine is idling, the throttle 
plate is nearly closed. There is not really 
enough air flowing through the venturi to 
create a vacuum. However, on the back side 
of the throttle plate there is a lot of vacuum 
(because the throttle plate is restricting the 
airflow). If a tiny hole is drilled into the side 
of the carb's tube just behind the throttle 
plate, fuel can be drawn into the tube by the 
throttle vacuum. This tiny hole is called the 
idle jet. 

Both the jets have screws restricting the 
fuel flow, these are simply needle valves. By 
turning them you allow more or less fuel to 
flow past the needle. When you adjust them 
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you are directly controlling how much fuel 
flows through the idle jet and the main jet. 

When the engine is cold and you try to 
start it, the engine is running at an extremely 
low RPM. It is also cold, so it needs a very 
rich mixture to start. This is where the choke 
plate comes in. When activated, the choke 
plate completely covers the venturi . If the 
throttle is wide open and the venturi is 
covered, the engine's vacuum draws a lot of 
fuel through the main jet anon is a vertical 
instrument in general use on light 

Commercial Vehicles, Marine Engines, 
Stationary Industrial Plant and various types 
of Mobile Agricultural equipment. The fload 
the idle jet (since the end of the carb's tube is 
completely covered, all of the engine's 
vacuum goes into pulling fuel through the 
jets). Usually this very rich mixture will 
allow the engine to fire once or twice, or to 
run very slowly. If you then open the choke 
plate the engine will start running normally. 

Alan Dunderdale 
Editor 

CARBURETTORS 
In this article 1 have tried to cover most of the carbs as fitted to Ferguson tractors. This is 

NOT a technical article, but it is intended only as an informative general guide to carburettors. 

I have included the combine harvester carb, 30VEA, as some of these engines have been 
used as replacements for the Ferguson engines. 

The Zenith 24T Carburettor as f i t ted to the 
Ferguson Range of Tractors (1947 - 1949) 

The 24T-2 Carburettor shown in cross 
section is a vertical instrument in general use 
on light Commercial Vehicles, Marine 
Engines, Stationary Industrial Plant and 
various types of Mobile Agricultural 
equipment. The float chamber is offset in 
order to keep it as close as possible to the 
main discharge tube, thus ensuring high 
angle operation in any direction without 
flooding, or stalling. The instrument can be 
arranged to take all air through the main 
intake, which is invariably protected, by an 
air cleaner. This feature is called for when 
working under dusty conditions close to the 
ground, if long life and reliable service are to 
be obtained. 

The carburettor consists of two main 
castings, the upper or barrel portion being 
secured to the lower bowl portion by five 
screws, one of which is shown (8). In order to 

keep this carburettor as simple as possible 
we have used. 

One principal jet and a slow running jet. 
Suitable air bleeding is arranged to atomise 
the fuel and to maintain correct mixture 
strength under all conditions of engine 
operation. The above drawing shows the 
principal, or main jet (2) covered by the large 
hexagon plug (1). The slow running jet is also 
shown (15). The air bleeding to the main jet 
system is controlled by the air jet (14), and 
this air supply is taken from the main air 
intake. It will be noticed that this air issues 
from the holes (4), (5) and (6), at high engine 
speeds when the fuel in the main discharge 
tube (7) falls to its lowest level. Fuel metered 
by the slow running jet (15) is atomised by an 
air supply taken through the main air intake 
and controlled by the screw (12). This 
mixture issues through the idle discharge 
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channcl (10) and the progression orifice (11). 
The float chamber contains a normal type 
float (19) and the usual combined needle-
seating valve (18). The latter part is usually 
fitted with one washer, but two washers can 
be used if it is desired for any reason to lower 
the fuel level in the float chamber. 

MAIN ADIUSTMENT 

The combination of choke tube, main jet 
and air jet will be found correct for the engine 
to which the instrument is fitted and it 
should not be necessary to alter these parts. 
When dealing with ordinary running trouble. 
Cleanliness is the keynote for good results. 
Take special care to use a suitable 
screwdriver when removing the main jet in 
order to prevent damage to the thread in the 
carburettor casting. A gasket must always be 
used between the two halves of the 

carburettor. 

SLOW RUNNING ADJUSTMENT 

This should be carried out when the 
engine is hot; the minimum running speed is 
usually set around 550/600 rpm. A spring 
loaded adjusting screw is provided close to 
the throttle lever by means of which the exact 
throttle opening can be adjusted for idling. 
The head of this screw should be turned 
clockwise to increase the idle speed and vice 
versa. The slow running mixture screw (12) 
will provide a richer idle mixture if turned in 
a clockwise direction by reducing the supply 
of slow rurming air. On the other hand if 
there is evidence of rich running, i.e., black 
smoke from the exhaust when idling, this 
screw should be given a quarter, or one half 
turn in an anti clockwise direction. The usual 
setting is about one complete turn open from 

Vintage Tractor Insurance 
3 5 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

IN DEALING WITH TRACTOR AND FARM INSURANCE 

For a competitive quotation and Independent Insurance advice on all your 
Farm & Motor Insurance requirements contact the specialists:-

Harold Woolgar Insurance 
35 High Street, Epworth, North Lincolnshire DN9 l E P 

TpI- md77 (f^ Un^n) nr Fav 01497 

Member of the Farmers Independent Insurance Group and FarmWeb Ltd 
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Above & below: A 24T carburettor 
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the fully home position, but of course this 
varies slightly from one engine to another. 

COLD STARTING 

The rich mixture necessary to meet this 
condition is provided by closing the choke, 
or air strangler (3), and at the same time the 
throttle lever should be set about one-third of 
its full movement open. A few sharp pulls 
over compression with the starting handle 
will give an immediate start even in the 
coldest condition, provided all engine details 
are in order. Never leave the throttle in the 
slow-running position when starting a cold 
motor. 

HOT STARTING 

When the engine is hot or warm, the choke 
is not required and the throttle position is not 
important. If the engine does not 
immediately respond set the throttle open, as 
continued rotation might bring about an 
over-rich condition in the cylinder. When 
dealing with such a condition, it is advisable 
to remove the sparking plug and also the air 
cleaner. A few rotations of the crank-shaft 
will restore normal conditions in the cylinder, 
and upon replacing the sparking plug, the 
engine will fire and run in response to further 
rotation, provided the plug is clean and dry. 

GENERAL 

In most cases filter gauze is provided and 
this should be cleaned periodically by first of 
all removing the brass plug fixing the petrol 
pipe to the carburettor. Take care to replace 
the fibre washers when reassembling, 
placing one washer on each side of the petrol 
pipe banjo. If the complete carburettor is 
removed and dismantled for cleaning 
purposes, it is a good plan to blow it out on a 
compressed air line. When replacing the 

instrument take care to use a thin flange 
gasket, as if a thick gasket is used it will tend 
to squeeze out, causing the flange on the 
carburettor to bend, and this may allow an 
air leak. Check the flange for damage of this 
nature, which can be trued up in the usual 
manner with a file. After replacing a 
carburettor, always cheek the air strangler, or 
choke, to make quite certain it closes 
completely when the control is operated and 
also that it opens fully, these points being 
most important. The throttle lever, if 
controlled by a speed governor, should work 
quite freely. Paraffin engines must be turned 
over to petrol for a few minutes before 
stopping in order that petrol will be available 
in the float chamber for re-starting. A drain 
tap (20) is provided on these models to drain 
off paraffin from the float chamber, if 
necessary. The air strangler plate (3) may be 
of the fixed type as shown, which usually has 
a small air hole, this being provided to ensure 
continuity of running after the first fire when 
starting under cold conditions. In certain of 
these carburettors, a fully automatic spring 
loaded strangler flap is used. The method of 
operation is the same in all cases. It is 
possible to use a variable main jet on certain 
engines; this part is shown (22), and can be 
supplied upon request. 

The makers' adjustment of the carburettor 
gives correct mixture strength for all 
conditions, up to about 3,000 feet above sea 
level. When operating at high altitudes, it 
may sometimes be necessary to deal with 
rich running and loss of power. In such cases, 
one size smaller main jet will usually be 
found beneficial, however, if the power loss 
is still appreciable, it may be an advantage to 
fit a larger choke tube in conjunction with a 
suitable main jet. 
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Diagrammatic Section of Carburettor, Type 28G 
(with adjustable jet) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The 28G carburettor, shown in the 
sectional view right, is a vertical unit of 
robust design and construction, capable of 
high-angle operation. 

Petrol enters the carburettor at the banjo 
union (7) and passes into the float chamber 
through the needle and seating assembly 
(14). It will be observed that the float 
chamber or bowl is of special construction, 
embodying a dual float (12) system; as fuel 
rises in the chamber the floats will be lifted 
until, at the predetermined level, they will 
press the needle on to its seating and thus 
prevent the entry of more fuel. 

The channel (2) in the illustration is 
plugged as shown. On this model the air 
vent to the float chamber is taken from the 
inside of the air intake, via the annular space 
round the choke tube, to the carburettor 
bowl. 

From the float chamber the petrol will 
pass the tip of the adjusting needle (13), 
through the main jet (19), and then rise in the 
main discharge tube (9), slow-running jet 
(10) passage and main air bleed (6) channel 
to the correct level. 

STARTING FROM COLD 

By extending the appropriate control, the 
strangler (18) turns and closes the air intake 
of the carburettor. In so doing the 
interconnection rod (8) will automatically 
open the throttle (5) to a degree found most 
suitable for starting purposes. The engine is 

then turned over and a very rich mixture will 
pass to the engine to provide the necessary 
fuel for starting purposes. Once the initial 
fire has been obtained, the extra depression 
on the engine side of the strangler will cause 
the spring blade in the strangler to open and 
close rapidly with the engine pulsations. 
This is to ensure that the engine continues to 
run at a good speed once the initial fire has 
been obtained. As soon as normal working 
temperature has been attained the strangler 
is released and, with the throttle in the 
normal idling position, fuel is delivered by 
the slow-running system. 

IDLING 

Petrol is drawn from the well beneath the 
idling jet (10), is measured on passing 
through the jet and then enters the bore of 
the carburettor through the idle drilling (3) 
on the engine side of the throttle. Progressive 
opening up from idling is ensured by the 
provision of a second feed hole, slightly 
below the the idle outlet (3). 

MAIN CARBURETTOR 

When the throttle is opened, petrol in the 
channel beneath the air bleed (6) will be 
drawn into the engine, and the main air 
bleed will now be effective over the whole 
speed range. Petrol from the float chamber is 
metered by passing through the main jet (19), 
after which it enters the bore of the 
carburettor from the tip of the main 
discharge tube (9). At this point the fuel is 
taken up by the air from the intake of the 
carburettor, and the mixture then proceeds to 
the engine via the choke tube (11). 
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Above & below: A 28G carburettor 
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ADTUSTMENTS 

As with all carburettors, the keynote of 
reliable and efficient service is absolute 
internal cleanliness. If the float chamber 
drain tap (15) is not utilised when starting 
from cold, it is recommended that it should 
be opened occasionally when the tractor is in 
use, in order to clear away any foreign matter 
or water which may have collected at the 
bottom of the float chamber. 

The combination of choke tube, main jet 
and air jet as specified overleaf will be found 
correct, and it should not be necessary to 
alter these parts when dealing with ordinary 
maintenance. It will be observed, however. 

that the main jet is adjustable by means of the 
needle (13) and very careful setting of this is 
necessary for local conditions. 

The idling adjustment is a matter of 
setting the throttle stop screw (4) and the air 
regulating screw (1) to ensure that the engine 
speed and fuel mixture are correct to obtain 
steadiness when idling. Turning the 
regulating screw (1) clockwise provides a 
richer mixture for idling, and vice versa. 

In any case of difficulty, the Zenith 
Technical Information Centre is at your 
disposal, or the nearest official Zenith service 
station should be consulted. 

Diagrammatic Section of Carburettor, Type Climax 

The 30 YEA carburettor is an updraught 
model of the V type Zenith carburettor 
incorporating an easy starting device, and 
has been specially modified to make it 
completely dustproof. All the air used by the 
instrument is taken from inside the air 
intake, and there are no exterior holes open 
to the atmosphere. (The diagrammatic 
drawing right does not illustrate this feature 
but shows a normal Zenith model, although 
it is correct in all other respects). 

THE STARTING DEVICE 

When starting from cold the control knob 
on the dashboard is pulled out so that the 
valve 2 opens (as shown in the diagram on 
page 43.) 

When the crankshaft turns over the 
accelerator pedal must not be depressed, as it 
is essential that the throttle should not be 
opened beyond the normal idling position 

for starting purposes. When the engine 
rotates with the throttle in this position the 
depression created will be concentrated 
upon the outlet 1 on the engine side of the 
throttle. It will also be apparent at the venturi 
4 and in the communication tube 10, with the 
result that air is drawn through the venturi 
and petrol from the control jet 12 and starting 
jet 14. 

The petrol will meet the air at the venturi 
and be broken up to form a rich starting 
mixture, which then passes into the 
induction pipe through a channel above the 
throttle. 

A weaker mixture may now be used, but 
even so it must still be richer than that 
provided by the main carburettor. Once the 
petrol in the starting well has been 
consumed it will be replenished with a 
measured quantity of fuel from the float 
chamber through the starting jet 14. With the 
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bottom of the control jet tube 12 uncovered, 
however, the depression on this tube will be 
partly broken by the air leak at 13. This gives 
the desired weakening off once the cold 
engine fires and continues to run. 

When the engine reaches a normal 
working temperature, the extra fuel supplied 
by the starting device can be dispensed with. 
The starting control knob is released and the 
valve 2 closes, thus cutting off the depression 
that previously caused the starting device to 
operate. 

SLOW-RUNNING 

With the engine running and the throttle 
in the idling position a depression will be 
concentrated upon the outlet 1, and 
consequently also on the slow-running jet 6. 
As a result petrol will be drawn from the well 
beneath the jet, measured on passing 
through, and proceed to outlet 1; here it will 
meet the air passing the edge of the throttle 
and be carried into the engine as a suitable 
mixture for idling purposes. 

At the throttle edge there is a further 
outlet 5, which breaks into the slow-running 
passage. Upon the throttle being opened 
from the idling position this drilling will 
enable an additional mixture to be provided 
to ensure a progressive get-away from slow-
running. (This explains the name of the 
progression jet 3.) 

MAIN CARBURETTOR 

Upon the throttle being opened still 
further the depression will be concentrated 
upon the nozzle of the emulsion block 11, 
which projects into the smallest part of the 
choke tube. This will result in petrol being 
drawn from the main channel in the 
emulsion block, which is supplied by the 

passage beneath the slow-running jet 6 and 
the well of the capacity tube 8. This reserve is 
provided to ensure immediate get-away 
when the throttle is opened. Once this 
reserve of petrol is used the supply will be 
direct from the float chamber, being metered 
through the main jet 16 and compensating jet 
15 before leaving the nozzle of the emulsion 
block. 

It will be realised that as soon as the petrol 
in the float chamber falls below the 
predetermined level the float will fall with it, 
thus permitting the needle 9 to drop away 
from its seating, and petrol will pass into the 
chamber from the fuel line. 

The petrol feeds the carburettor through 
the banjo, filter and filter plug as shown in 
the diagram. As it enters the float chamber it 
win raise the float and push the needle on to 
its seating, thus cutting off further supplies 
when the correct level is reached. 

SLOW-RUNNING ADIU5TMENT 

There is an adjustable air release to the 
slow-running jet which is controlled by the 
screw 7 ; this varies the quality of the idling 
mixture. When the screw is turned clockwise 
there is a greater depression upon the slow 
running jet, and as a result a richer mixture is 
obtained for slow-running. 

Alternatively, if the screw is turned in an 
anticlockwise direction there is a reduced 
depression upon the jet, and consequently 
less petrol is drawn through it. 

To adjust the slow-running speed (i.e., the 
volume of the mixture) the throttle stop 
screw at the throttle lever may be turned 
clockwise, causing the throttle to open wider 
and give a faster idling speed. On the other 
hand, if the screw is turned anticlockwise the 
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throttle will close to a greater degree and 
reduce the idling speed. It will therefore be 
seen that to obtain good slow-running it is 
necessary to adjust both the air regulating 
screw 7 and throttle stop screw.

DIFFICULT STARTING

Many factors have to be considered when 
there is difficulty in starting an engine from 
cold. After all other possibilities have been 
eliminated the following points should be 
checked in the carburettor

ENGINE FAILS TO FIRE

A too-weak mixture is the most probable 
cause, and adjustments to the control jet and 
starting jet are indicated. The control jet 
measures the petrol flow until the fuel in the 
well is consumed, and thereafter affects the 
depression on the starting jet. First, try larger 
starting jets, but failing improvement resort 
to increased sizes of control jet. Engine fires 
but then stops.

Over-rapid weakening-off is the fault 
here, and correction is to be found by 
increasing the size of the starting jet. (N.B.- 
The concentration of the depression upon the 
starting device is most essential. Make sure, 
therefore, that the throttle is closed to the 
idling position when the engine is being 
started).

When the carburettor is worn it will be 
impossible to obtain good slow-running, but 
it must also be remembered that there are 
other factors which, quite apart from the 
carburettor, have an influence upon slow- 
running. These include joints that are not 
airtight, worn valve guides, valves not 
seating, over-advanced ignition, incorrect 
setting of sparking plug points, etc.

GENERAL

To remove the float-chamber unscrew the 
two bolts, when it will be found that the main 
and compensating jets inside the bowl have 
square recesses into which the squared end 
of one of these bolts can be inserted in order 
to take out the jets.

Do not pass anything through the drillings 
of the carburettor or the jets that is at all 
likely to damage them. The safest way of 
clearing an obstruction is to swill the part in 
petrol and clear with air pressure.

Periodically inspect the emulsion block 
screws, needle seating, jets etc., and see they 
are all tight and secure.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The drawing above illustrates the 30 VM 
carburettor in cross section, but in one or two 
respects it is slightly different from the model 
as fitted to the Coventry Climax Model "Z" 
engine. The capacity tube (9) as shown is 
omitted, this part being cast to size in the 
carburettor bowl, but there is a screw plug 
with centre hole screwed in the top of the 
well. In all other respects the carburettor 
shown above is correct to the type as fitted to 
the Coventry Climax engine.

From the tank petrol passes through the 
pipe to the union (1) of the carburettor. The 
flow continues through the filter (2), the 
seating and needle, into the float chamber (4). 
Passing through the main jet (7) and 
compensating jet (8), the petrol will flow 
along the passages {13 and 14) to the 
common channel (17) in the emulsion block 
(19). Petrol will continue to flow until the 
channels and the float chamber are filled to a 
predetermined level. The float will then lift 
the needle (3) against its seating (6), thus 
preventing the entry of more petrol.
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It has now been observed how the petrol 
reaches the jets and channels. The fuel will 
occupy the position described all the time the 
engine is not running.

STARTING

Let it now be supposed that the engine is 
to be started from " cold." The strangler 
control on the dashboard is extended, which 
causes the strangler flap to close off the air- 
intake of the carburettor.

With the ignition switched on, the engine 
should now be turned over by means of the 
starter, ensuring at the same time that the 
throttle control is not opened from the closed 
position. The necessary part opening of the 
throttle for starting having been provided 
automatically by the interconnection 
mechanism between the strangler and the 
throttle. Practically all of the depression 
caused by the rotation of the engine is now 
concentrated upon the progression and the 
slow running outlets {22 and 24), and 
because of the partly opened throttle plate, 
upon the outlet (19) of the emulsion block. 
Very little air enters and consequently a very 
rich mixture as required for —  cold " 
starting purposes is made available to the 
engine.

The engine will now fire, and as soon as it 
does so, the engine speed will increase and 
heavier depression will cause the valve in the 
strangler flap to open. The result will be to 
weaken the mixture and ensure that the 
engine continues to run once it has fired.

As the engine warms to its work the 
strangler must be released and the engine 
will be operating on the normal mixture.

NORMAL OPERATION

With the throttle closed down to the idling 
position the mixture will be supplied from

the slow running jet (10). Depression will be 
concentrated upon the outlet (22) and upon 
the slow running jet (10). Here there is a 
controlled depression fall because of the leak 
at the slow running air regulating screw (23).

Petrol mill be drawn from the well 
beneath the jet, measured on passing 
through, before continuing to the throttle 
edge.

At the throttle edge there is a further 
outlet (24) which breaks into the slow 
running passage. Upon the throttle being 
opened from the idling position, depression 
will be concentrated here and a progressive 
get-away from slow running is assured.

Upon the throttle being opened still 
further, the depression will be concentrated 
upon the nozzle (19) of the emulsion block 
which projects into the narrowest part of the 
choke tube. This will first result in petrol 
being drawn from the passages (17,16,14,13 
and 9), as there must be a ready reserve of 
petrol available for instant acceleration.

The source of petrol supply is eventually 
through the main and compensating jets (7 
and 8). It will be observed that the petrol in 
the well of the capacity tube (9) has been 
consumed, and as the top of the well is open 
to atmosphere, petrol issuing from the 
compensating jet along the passage (14) will 
now be broken up at (16) by air from the 
capacity tube. Petrol issuing through the 
main jet (7), along the passage (13) will meet 
the emulsified petrol from the compensating 
jet in the common channel (17). This will tend 
to break up the petrol from the main jet also. 
The supply from both sources will then be 
drawn from the emulsion block nozzle into 
the choke tube.
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Above & below: A  Climax carburettor

TECHNICAL NOTES

SECTIONAL VIEW OF TYPE 30 VM. 
i P«irol Union. 6. Noodle Seating. 18. Choke Tube.
2. Rker. 7. Main J«  21. Choke Screw
3 Needle. 8. Compensating J«.
4. Float Chamber. K3. Slow Running jet
5. Float. 16. Emukion Block.

23. Stow Running Air
Regulating Screw

24. Progrestion i« .
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Area Round Up

NEW S FROM GW ENT
We will be putting up a stand at the 

Chepstow Agricultural Show, at the 
racecourse on August 10th and would be 
grateful for local members to bring a tractor 
and implement, also to do the same at St 
Millers Agricultural Show August 14th 2002.

The open Welsh Ploughing 
Championships are being held at carrow Hill 
farm, St Bridges, Netherwent, Caldicot, 
between Newport & Chepstow on 
September 7th and 1 have been asked to put 
on a stand.

Merlys Lewis 
No. 2634

Due to missing the Newsletter, and this 
journal being assembled later than planned 1 have 
had to remove some of the clients that Merlps had 
sent in, due to them being already held.

Editor

R EP O R T FROM  
SOUTH SC O TLA N D

RALLY DATES FOR 2002

28th July

11th August

7th/8th Sept 
T.B.A.

3rd Sept

Ayrshire, Eglington 
Country Park Irvine 
Biggar Albion Foundation, 
Show Field Biggar 
Scone Palace Perth 
Working day, Tweeddale 
District, with expert 
ploughing tutor 
Tel. John Hankinson:
01289 305457
Workshop in Jack Kerr's 
workshop, Duke Street 
Coldstream Fuel Systems.

5th November Workshop Jack Kerr 
Hydraulics and 
Transmissions. Park in 
Market Square.

We may be at other agricultural Shows 
and Rallies, not in the tractor lines, but in a 
corner somewhere.

John Gibson 
No. 887

REPORT FROM THE RALLIES
Forth Valley, The weather was good until 

12 0 clock, when there was a very heavy 
shower of rain, and the ring events and 
parade had to be cancelled. However the 
treasurer assures us that we made a little 
profit, so better luck next year.

Border Vintage, Kelso. Border were lucky 
with the weather again. A large entry in all 
the classes. Due to the large field, we were 
kept busy. 1 never got to see everything.

Kittochside. Avonvalley Vintage Power. 
This was a joint rally with. The Museum of 
Scottish Country Life, Avonvalley Vintage 
Power, and Tractor and Machinery Magazine 
Scottish Concours Champoinships. This rally 
had been well publicised thanks to T& M 
magazine, and was well supported, with 
Tractors from all over Scotland and Northern 
Ireland. There was a large turnout of 
spectators on Sunday, despite rain overnight 
on the Saturday The parade was held on the 
roads on site, a very interesting weekend.

Paxton House, Berwick on Tweed. The 
local members had a small display at this 
event, with Tractors on the stand. A 1950s 
T.E.D. P.P. With 2 furrow Ferguson Plough, 
from David Taylor, Hutton. A. 1949 Ferguson 
P. 3. With Dump skip, from A Thompson, 
Priory Hill. Tea and Coffee by the Hankinson
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family. This is the first time the flag has been 
raised in the South of Scotland. I would like 
to thank everyone for their help.

A plea for help from a local lady. She 
would like to trace the love of her life!! A 
Grey Ferguson tractor Reg No IVA 44 No 
serial number Date 1952-1953.

John Gibson 
No. 887

R EP O R T
FROM SOUTH W A LES

We shall be attending the Bryngarw Show 
on September 8th, and sharing a stand with 
the Glamorgan Iron Horse Club.

Basil George

Y O R K S H IR E  A R E A
NOTICE - WORKING WEEKEND 
28TH - 29TH SEPTEMBER 2002

We have been offered the use of land, at 
Boroughbridge, North Yorkshire, for a 
Ferguson Club gathering, we want to display 
as many different Ferguson tractors and 
implements as possible, you will be 
encouraged to use your implements plus the 
famous Ferguson square - ARE YOU MAN /  
WOMAN enough to try it.

This event can only happen if we get a 
response from the members so please if you 
are interested contact

Brian Pickering 
John Groves 
Alan Dunderdale

01423 323177 
01535 644180 
01226 386715

FERGUSON TRACTOR SPARES
NEW & USED

http: /  /w  wvv.fortLinccity.co.uk/iTieltingpot/clyde/834/index.htm

I am always breaking 
Ferguson TE-20 tractors for spares.

Write or telephone for details and availability.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE AVAILABLE 

Contact: A & G Williams
Pen-y-Pyllau Hall Cottage, Pen-y-Pyllau, Brynford, 

Hollywell, Clwyd, Wales CHS 8HB.

Tel: 01352 712061
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Classified Advertisements

FOR SALE
Implements for Sale
Ferguson 732 seed drill. Needs attention, 
one wheel missing but otherwise complete. 
Ferguson sprayer. Needs attention.
Pictures available by email or by post.

Offers to: 
Warren Veale, (3394) 

The Mews, High Street, 
Dulverton, Somerset TA22 9HB 

Telephone: 01398 323409 
Email: lancenich@lancenich.f9.co.uk

Implements for Sale
New Ferguson mower grass sticks for swath 
board. Pro-turned from prime ash to exact 
taper and dimension of original, thick end 
left blank for matching to individual 
bracket. Limited number available due to 
my spreading high machine set-up charge.

£12.50 each inch P&P within UK.
Dick Kenny, (2961) 

Rockshead, Brayford, 
Barnstaple, Devon EX32 7QB 

Telephone: 01598 710206

Implements for Sale
Ferguson hammer mill 
Transport box 
Weeder 
Winch
LEU-20 front axle loader 
Cultivator (3 types)
Discs
Reversible plough
Dirt bucket
Fold up harrows
Cordwood saw bench and pulley
Post hole digger
1 and 2 furrow ploughs
Potato planter with fertiliser attachment
Spinner
Ridger
Pick up hitch

Tool bar and stays
New Goodyear grass tyres
MIL front end loader to fit TE20

Mr C Powell, (1623), 
Stable House, Munstone, 

Hereford HRl 3AH. 
Telephone: 01432 264285 evenings (Trade)

WANTED
Implements Wanted

Original Ferguson offset discs 
Dump skip 
Disc plough
Medium volume sprayer
Reversible heavy duty discs
Front blade
30 cwt trailer
TE20 front and side lights
Sugar beet topper
Lifter
Any unusual items
Ferguson instruction books,
sales leaflets, posters, signs, badges, flags.

Telephone with details. Cash waiting.
Mr C Powell, (1623), 

Stable House, Munstone, 
Hereford HRl 3AH. 

Telephone: 01432 264285 evenings (Trade)

Implements Wanted
Post hole borer
Bits for Post Hole Borer
Grass Topper

John Keates, (3728) 
Mildmay House, The Quadrangle, 

Shoreham Road, Shoreham, Kent TNI 4 7RP 
Telephone: 01959 522824 

or JKeates@aol.com

ALL SALES/WANTS 
M UST GO TO ROGER WEBB
Dun Dige, Main Road, The Common, 

Holmesfield, Dronfield S18 7 WB. 
Tel/Fax: 0114 289 0003
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A R E A  R E P R E S E N T A T IV E S

Northern Ireland; Mr Norman Kerr 028 406 26270
Scotland (North): Mr Lawrence Jamieson 01408 633108
Scotland (North East): Mr Bob Lindsay 01224 722518
Scotland (South): Mr John Gibson 01899 810214
Scotland (Invemess-shire & Ross -shire): Mr Don Williamson 01463 782568
Scotland (Perthshire, Angus & Stirling): Mr John Melloy 01738 710298
Scotland (Fife): Mr Peter Small 01334 840547
South Wales: Mr Basil George 01656 654440
Wales (Gwent): Mr Merlys Lewis 01495 763540
North East England /  North Yorkshire; Mr Brian Pickering 01423 323177
Cumbria: Mr Dave Weeks 01768 772315
Yorkshire & Derbyshire: Mr Roger Webb 0114 289 0003
West Yorkshire: Mr John Groves 01535 644180
East Anglia /  Lines: Mr John Jeffries 01406 540246
Norfolk (West): Mr Duncan Russell 01760 721375
Norfolk (East): Mr Ian Miller 01379 676278
Kent /  Sussex Mr Tony Patten 01424 444910
Suffolk: Mr John Cousins 01728 638721
Gloucestershire & Somerset: Mr Ian Richings 01242 574830
Hampshire: Mr Martin Cull 01489 572083
Devon: Mr Michael Thorne 01769 540233
Devon (North): Mr & Mrs Harold Beer 01769 540678
Ireland, Republic of: Mr James Barrow (353) 65 40286
Holland: Mr B Westerveld 1883 15311
Germany: Mr Karl-Heinz Kiunke (040) 6419262
Denmark: Mrs Merethe Hansen (45)53939212
South Africa: Mr D R Field 27-33 9970891

The contribution of articles and  new s will always be welcome. We also welcome 
for publication constructive correspondence about the Journal and the Club 
generally, especially w here such correspondence is also accom panied by offers of 
help. As a general rule it will not be editorial policy to censor contributions.
© C opyright remains w ith the author w here nam ed, otherwise the Ferguson Club.

IMPORTANT DATES:
The last date for publication in the next issue is 26th October, 2002



'Enthusiasts interested in preservation and restoration in connection 
with probably the greatest revolution in agricultural engineering'

Alan Dunderdale, 7 Waveney Drive, Higham, Barnsley, South Yorks S75 IPU 
Tel: 01226 386715 Fax: 01226 230814
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